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Growing USCS Family

Spring and summer are associated with family trips and travels and that’s certainly the case here at United States
Cold Storage. In this case, I’ve enjoyed opportunities to see members of USCS’ family in North Carolina, Florida
and California.
This is a season of continued growth for USCS and—before I go further—I want to acknowledge the travels of our
own “Road Warriors.” These are experienced, dedicated company veterans who are away from home to help our
expanding and new operations. We owe a debt of gratitude to these men and women who travel and support
our fast-growing locations.
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I visited one of those fast-growing warehouses in Warsaw, NC. A new addition there has changed this location’s
business profile. Whereas it used to be dedicated to off-production and bulk storage, our expansion has turned
this into a fast-turning distribution site. I want to acknowledge Chad Simendinger, USCS Warsaw General Manager,
and Chuck Guzik, Operations Manager, who have done an amazing job to hire and train new team members.
Likewise, our Road Warriors there have been tremendous.
Similarly, I want to acknowledge our USCS Lake City, FL, site and our California locations. In Florida, Lake City
General Manager Paul Boartfield and his team have done a great job of developing the business with excellent
customer service. Moreover, they have several initiatives that are making for excellent team morale and
engagement.
Speaking of Florida, I want to congratulate Carlos Stern, who has been an Operations Manager at USCS Arlington,
TX. George Cruz, Senior Vice President-Southern Region, has asked Carlos to take on a larger regional role with
our Tennessee and Florida operations.
On the West Coast, I enjoyed visiting all our operations up and down California’s San Joaquin Valley. I’m pleased to
see such well-run sites and such close coordination to meet our customers’ needs and expectations. I also visited
our new Sacramento, CA, warehouse built at the former McClellan Air Force Base. Local and state officials have
turned the site into a vibrant business and distribution-logistics park. We’ll continue to expand our business here
and I think it’s an excellent area for any food companies looking to locate in California.
Steve Palefsky, a 16-year USCS veteran, who most recently was operations manager at Tracy, CA, has been
promoted to Plant Manager of the new Sacramento facility. Steve has built an impressive team and they are
doing an excellent job of transitioning into the warehouse and meeting our customer needs. We
wish them continued success as they grow and expand this vital market.

MESSAGE FROM
THE CEO

DAVID
HARLAN
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Last but not least, I enjoyed attending the International Association of Refrigerated
Warehouses’ (IARW) annual convention in Dana Point, CA. It’s also a great opportunity
to learn more about the latest industry trends and events and it offers excellent
educational opportunities. It was there that we learned that USCS’ own Matt Toogood
earned the Global Cold Chain Alliance 2017 NextGen Leader Award (see page 5).
Congratulations to Matt, who shared his personal journey into our industry and
company, his guiding principles of management and leadership, and demonstrated
his amazing presentation skills there.
In closing, I want thank all of my USCS colleagues throughout the country for their
hard work and I want to thank our loyal customers for their business.

David Harlan
CEO
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WHAT’S NEW AT USCS

A NEW FACILITY IN TEXAS
United States Cold Storage has purchased approximately 30 acres of land in Laredo, TX, and plans by early 2018
to build a new public refrigerated warehouse—its third in the market—to serve imports and exports involving the
United States and Mexico.
The site is strategically located between Laredo’s two most important and busiest bridge crossings with Mexico: the
World Trade Bridge and the Columbia Bridge. USCS plans an initial Phase One building of 6 million to 8 million cubic
feet with refrigerated and frozen storage and handling capabilities.
Just 10 to 15 miles away, USCS has two additional Laredo sites—one designated for meat inspections and another to
handle frozen distribution imports.
“The refrigerated/fresh import market is developing quickly and we need a new facility that meets the requirements
of this fast-paced business,” notes George Cruz, USCS Senior Vice President-Southern Region. “This new facility will
feature special cross-dock shipping and receiving areas, a large yard for drop-trailers, and state-of-the-art refrigeration
and material handling systems.”
Among those encouraged by USCS continued growth in the market is Jesus Olivares, Laredo City Manager. “The recent
expansion by United States Cold Storage in Laredo prompted our city council to approve a tax abatement in January
of this year,” said Olivares. “Their business base here represents important, value-added jobs for our community
and they are a major contributor to the pre-eminent status that Laredo enjoys as the largest inland port in the
nation. When USCS informed us about their site selection award to Laredo, it was something I considered a ‘winwin.’ We were ready and willing to help make that tax abatement deal to incentivize the growth of their business and
our economy.”

“I am grateful to say we have a large base of
significant customers that are very loyal to us,”
notes Cruz. “Most are experiencing double-digit
growth on exports from the Mexico side and
we want to ensure that we are there to support
their needs.”

EMPLOYEE HIGHLIGHT

MATT TOOGOOD
Toogood Earns US, Global Industry Honors
Although it’s only been six or seven months, you could say that it’s already been
quite a year 2017 for Matt Toogood, Operations Manager for USCS Dallas. This
spring saw Toogood earn not one—but two awards as one the best young cold
storage professionals within the United States and around the world.
The son of Chuck Toogood, (USCS 1966-2010; former Vice President of Engineering),
Matt Toogood earned a business management degree in 2010 from Liberty
University. By the time he joined USCS in June 2016, he already had six years of
industry experience including management training, operations and e-commerce
distribution posts at Burris Logistics, Target and Gwynnie Bee (online clothing
rental).
Since joining USCS, Toogood has worked as an Operations Manager at both the Ft.
Worth and Dallas sites. Those officials subsequently nominated him for southwest
regional competition in the Don Schlimme Future Leader Award (see “Fast Facts”)
sponsored by the World Food Logistics Organization (WFLO). The award program
requires participants to discuss their cold storage industry knowledge, involvement
and goals—before a panel of industry professional judges.
“Don Schlimme’s legacy will forever have an impact on our industry,” says Toogood.
“It is my aspiration to honor it in my own career by striving to emulate so many of
the attributes that he embodied.”
After taking regional chapter honors, Toogood next competed at a national level
during the 53rd WFLO Institute East, which took place Feb. 18-22 in Atlanta. His
subsequent win in there put Toogood into consideration for global recognition by
the Global Cold Chain Alliance (GCCA). The Alexandria, VA-based group represents
all major US industries engaged in temperature-controlled logistics. Likewise,
GCCA is aligned with similar partner organizations worldwide.
Toogood then competed alongside similar young professionals from Australia,
South Africa and the United Kingdom. Following the same personal presentation
program, he also won the GCCA Global NextGen Award at the 126th IARW-WFLO
Convention April 22-25, 2017 in Dana Point, CA.
“USCS and this industry, quite literally put food on my table as a kid,” says Toogood.
“So winning this award is very humbling and a true honor. I am so grateful for the
opportunities provided and the investment made by USCS in developing young
leaders.”
Meanwhile, USCS Dallas/Ft Worth officials couldn’t be happier.
“We were proud to nominate Matt Toogood as our Southwest Region chapter
representative in the Don Schlimme award program,” says George Cruz, Senior
Vice President-Southern Region. “Matt then went on to win national honors and—
wouldn’t you know it—he also won the global competition. Please join me in
congratulating Matt on an excellent accomplishment. We all are very proud of his
achievements.”
Also commenting was GCCA President & CEO Corey Rosenbusch: “The dedication
and quality of the emerging leaders within the cold chain never ceases to impress
me,” says Rosenbusch. “Matt is respected as a leader among his peers and is an
example of the bright future our industry holds.”
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FAST FACTS
WFLO Don Schlimme Award:
The award is named in honor of
Donald V. Schlimme, Ph.D, who
passed away in 2012 and was a
longtime member of the WFLO
Scientific Advisory Committee
(1983-2012) and a WFLO staff
advisor for many of those
years. He was an expert in food
science and cold storage and
was committed to sharing his
extensive knowledge.

USCS
Well
Represented:
Toogood competed for the
WFLO national award with
three fellow Don Schlimme
Future Leader Award nominees
including
Andrew
Pavlicin,
USCS Manager, Continuous
Improvement
&
Training
Manager;
Devany
Cocco,
USCS Regional Transportation
Manager-Midwest; and Shawn
Thomas, Snotemp Cold Storage.

GCCA
NextGen
Award:
Organized by the Global Cold
Chain Alliance, the GCCA
NextGen Award recognizes
outstanding future leaders in the
cold storage industry around the
world. Candidates for the GCCA
NextGen Award are the winners
of the following regional and
country awards: Don Schlimme
Future Leader Award (North
America; Orgnaized by WFLO);
Frank Vale Award (Australia;
Organized by RWTA); Tony Lewis
Cold Store Operator Award
(South Africa; Organized by
SARDA); and UK Young Manager
of the Year Award (United
Kingdom; Organized by FSDF)
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INFORMATION

CUSTOMER NEWS

TECHNOLOGY

AMY’S KITCHEN

USCS, Carriers Use “ColdKey” to Unlock Benefits
To better serve its customers, United States Cold Storage wants carriers to regard it as one of the top shippers and
receivers. And if you want to keep carriers happy—you keep them moving.

Amy’s Kitchen, USCS Grow Together
They say all good things must come to end. Yet that’s
not exactly true when it comes to the story of USCS and
Amy’s Kitchen Inc., a longtime customer and a leading
vegetarian and organic foods company based in Petaluma,
CA. Thankfully, the two companies keep growing—both
individually and with each other. And every so many years
brings a new and exciting chapter in that relationship.
For the record, this relationship began in the late 80’s
when Amy’s started storing product with USCS Union City,
CA. By 2006, it was time for USCS to transfer the Amy’s
warehousing, storage and distribution services (for both
raw ingredients and finished goods) to USCS Tracy, CA.

This year, it was time yet again
to shift Amy’s inventory to USCS’
newest location in McClellan
Park, CA, near Sacramento.
“Amy’s transferred to Tracy with approximately 6,000
pallets of product,” notes Stan Moya, USCS Vice President
and Manager-USCS Tracy. “Their peak with us came
just last year when they reached 20 million pounds of
inventory and 17,000 pallets. During the past 11 years,
Amy’s also has branched out nationwide and established
as many as six additional warehouse distribution centers,
which also involve USCS locations.”
Moya continues, “With our new [McClellan Park] site
opening closer to Amy’s production plants, Amy’s chose
to relocate. Now, they have the opportunity to continue
to grow their business on a much larger scale and beyond
what we could offer in Tracy. They also can take advantage
of more services offered at the McClellan Park location.”

That’s why USCS has embraced ColdKey, a software that optimizes and expedites trailer arrival and departure at
facilities using the e-WM yard management system (YMS). ColdKey is a mobile device technology that can use any
cell phone or tablet.
“The technology is simple and straight forward.” says Aleksandr (Aleks) Malamud, an Assistant Director in USCS’
Information Technology department.
One key service—offered both at Tracy and McClellan
Park—has been USCS’ multi-vendor consolidation
program, which provides nationwide retail distribution
shipping at economical, less-than-truckload prices.
Interestingly, however, USCS McClellan has the
facilities and personnel to also provide on-site quality
inspections for Amy’s incoming raw ingredients.
As Amy’s moves onward and upward, USCS Tracy
welcomes another longtime company customer:
Kellogg’s. Meanwhile, Moya won’t forget the Amy’s
relationship.
“Amy’s has been great customer over the years and
we all enjoyed working with them,” says Moya. “I’d say
their style is ‘easy going’ yet their business’ growth
presented its own challenges. It made us all better at
what we do.”

“ColdKey allows drivers or carriers to input relevant information—prior to their arrival at the facility,” he says.
“ColdKey then stores the information and generates a barcode that can be scanned during a truck’s arrival.
Upon a successful scan, pre-entered information is displayed on the YMS screen, which minimizes manual
entry and expedites the arrival and departure.”
“Since debuting last year at USCS Bethlehem, ColdKey has helped USCS and its carriers speed up entry times
significantly.” says Aleks. To date, ColdKey is offered at seven USCS sites in Pennsylvania, Illinois and California.
They include Quakertown, Bethlehem and Hazleton, PA; Minooka and Wilmington, IL; and Tracy and McClellan
(Sacramento) CA.
Aleks says USCS will roll out the technology to additional
facilities—those with yard management systems—during
the remainder of this year. He notes that ColdKey is coded
with security in mind. An external auditor has tested it for
security flaws. Meanwhile, carriers can rest assured that
the program does not store personal information.

Jim Hofstrand is Amy’s
Logistics
Network
Manager.
“Stan Moya and his
team were always
very supportive of the
many Amy’s initiatives
brought
to
them
throughout the past
decade! While we’ll
miss many of the folks
there we have a new
GM—Steve Palefsky—and some other key folks from
Tracy now at McClellan Park. They will help to carry on
the relationship between Amy’s and USCS.”
“Looking back, our decision to partner with USCS
years ago has made our commitments to each other
a very marketable and competitive advantage for our
customers,” Hofstrand concludes. “We cannot say
enough about the importance of that to our success.”
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TRANSPORTATION &

LOGISTICS

Mind over Matters

They say the more things change, the more they stay the
same. Although that may be true in some circumstances, it
doesn’t quite apply to transportation. USCS’ Transportation
& Logistics Group has embraced several significant changes
over the past year—and that’s why it was important to host
a national transportation meeting this spring.
“We took a few minutes to reflect on our past successes,
but the message [at the national meeting] is that we are
not going to sit back and rest on that success,” says Keith
Mowery, USCS Vice President of Transportation & Logistics.
“We are constantly looking at opportunities to improve in
both service and financial metrics. We always are going to
push to get better and our customers continue to push us
to get better. We talked about how we will use technology
to provide better information in a more timely manner—all
so that good decisions can be made quickly and make us
better.”
The meeting this May in Las Vegas drew 14 people including
five regional transportation managers, group department
leaders and logistics analysts.
“I am most proud of the huge strides we have made as a
group to become more data-driven decision makers. Our
managers and operators understand the metrics and
drivers of customer service and financial results,” Mowery
adds. “Each group is very focused on these metrics with
a conscious effort to improve and ensure we continue
to supply our customers with tremendous service at
competitive pricing. Also, we continue to develop personnel
and as a few individuals from our group have been
promoted internally in the past year within our company,
we have been able to fill the positions and not ‘miss a beat.’
We had six first-time [national meeting] attendees and
are a young group, but I am excited about the great work
everyone is doing and the opportunity we have in the next
few years to take our group to the next level.”

National meeting lets USCS
Transportation & Logistics managers
discuss new initiatives, strategies.

The two-day event covered a wide range of topics.
In addition to each manager’s regional volume and
customer reports, attendees discussed USCS’ new
MercuryGate transportation management system (TMS),
which rolls out this July in the Metroplex region and
continues to all regions by the end of 2017. The group
also reviewed USCS’ growing use of MacroPoint, a global
positioning system (GPS) platform to track shipments in
real time. This technology is already being utilized in the
Midwest region and will be integrated with MercuryGate.
No less interesting is USCS’ growing use of Tableau
Software, a business intelligence platform that quickly
automates, organizes and presents data in a manner
that allows business personnel to make good decisions
in a more real time manner. Previously, logistics analysts
were required to develop and assemble spreadsheets of
data into reports for various decision makers to review,
which could be a time consuming process. Another
software program starting to be utilized is EZ Claim,
which will help USCS better manage tracking of customer
and carrier freight claims with tools for freight claim
notification, tracking, search capabilities and reporting.
This software also will be integrated with MercuryGate.
Wendy Snoke, Senior Manager of Logistics Services,
adds, “We are committed to on-time service—not just in
terms of on-time delivery—but also on-time information
and on-time communication. We are excited about the
progress we are making this year in technology in terms
of Mercury Gate, MacroPoint and Tableau to improve
service and support faster and more data-driven decision
making for USCS and our customers.”
Mowery concludes, “Customers can be assured that we
are investing in the technology and people to improve
service metrics. We are constantly looking at ways
to improve and we expect to improve even further on
timely information.”

USCS Hosts National Carrier Conference
Here’s an instance where less is more. Instead of hosting
four regional transportation meetings with carrier
partners, USCS’ Transportation & Logistics Group broke
with tradition and held its first single nationwide carrier
event this June in west suburban Chicago.
The meeting drew 135 people including 107 carrier
representatives and 28 USCS and industry officials. The
two-day event featured meetings, presentations and
awards, followed by a second day golf outing.

A special guest speaker was Corey Rosenbusch, President
& CEO of the Global Cold Chain Alliance. Rosenbusch
spoke on behalf of a GCCA member organization, the
International Refrigerated Transportation Association
(IRTA), and he discussed the organization’s activities as
well as industry regulations.

The afternoon session ended with updates about USCS’
many new transportation-related programs. Wendy
Snoke, Senior Manager Logistics Services, discussed
invoicing
and
freight
“We wanted to develop
payment
improvements.
a more robust program REGIONAL CARRIER AWARD WINNERS
Alyssa Heckman, Logistics
where more USCS officials Midwest: Jeff Knudson Trucking, Syfan Logistics, Synergy
Systems
Lead,
outlined
could present and meet Logistics, Joe Dieter & Sons, Turbo Logistics, Czech Zoom
USCS’ MercuryGate TMS
our
carrier
partners,” Express, K&B Dedicated
implementation.
Fleming
notes
David
Fleming,
and Ben Derin, National Sales
Southwest + Southeast: W.L. Davis Trucking, Plains
USCS General ManagerManager for MacroPoint,
Dedicated, Ahlers, Trucking, Five Star, ATC Trucking,
Transportation Operations.
discussed USCS’ use of
Werden Logistics, Easy Street Trucking
“At the same time, we
MacroPoint technology to
can deliver a consistent Northeast: RCR Trucking, M&D Transport, USA Logistics,
provide
real-time
order
message to everyone and Cottrell Trucking, Carranza Trucking, S. R. Hoffmann
tracking. Finally, Rosenbusch
even bring in industry Trucking
and several USCS officials took
experts with more insights
West: Gulick Trucking, Kam-Way, Skikos Trucking,
center stage to simply answer
and information on various
Pride Transportation, Seaside Refrigerated Transport, carrier questions. Among
topics.”
Continental C Express, Central Coast Transport.
those present—providing an
After Fleming’s opening
operations perspective—was
National Carrier of the Year: K&B Dedicated
remarks,
USCS
Senior
Matt Reed, General Manager,
Vice
President
Larry National Owner/Operator of the Year: Easy
USCS Minooka, IL.
Alderfer discussed the Street Trucking
After all the discussions,
company’s overall growth
it was time for awards,
and activities. Next, Keith Mowery, Vice President,
followed by dinner. Mowery, Fleming and the regional
Transportation & Logistics, outlined USCS’ Transportation
transportation managers called up carrier partners and
initiatives. Then, USCS regional transportation managers
presented as many as eight different awards in each
each discussed developments and initiatives in their
region. USCS’ top awards for 2016 went to K&B Trucking
respective areas.
(National Carrier of the Year) and Easy Street Trucking
(National Owner Operator of the Year).

“We concluded the National Carrier Conference with
a golf outing on the second day,” Fleming adds. “We
had 70 golfers and everyone had a great time!”
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ENGINEERING

USCS Observes National
Safety Month

& SAFETY

Employers everywhere welcomed June as National
Safety Month. For its part, USCS marked June 1216 as “Safe and Sound” week and planned various
activities to proactively engage supervisors and team
members.

Head Office Hosts Chief Engineers Meeting
Think of it like a family reunion: people with the same background traveling from all over the
nation to reconnect or—in some instances—meet for the first time.
That’s what it was like when USCS’ Engineering group held a Chief Engineers Meeting this spring
in San Antonio, TX. The two-day event brought together 43 people including warehouse chief
engineers and regional engineers. It also involved USCS’ safety and regulatory compliance
team including Lisa Battino, USCS Director, Regulatory Compliance & Safety; Brittany Jacobs,
Environmental Health and Safety Specialist; Carol Geiser, Southeast Regulatory Compliance
Specialist; and Crystal Soares, Western Regulatory Compliance Specialist.
“We had not hosted a meeting since 2008 and USCS has grown considerably
since then—adding numerous new warehouses and expanding many
others,” says Mike Lynch, Vice President of Engineering. “There have been
many changes among our chief warehouse engineers group and I felt it was
important to bring them together. It provided a great training and networking
opportunity.”
Meeting topics included an engineering and company overview, regulatory
compliance update, review of refrigeration alarms and protocols; a discussion
of CO2/NH3 contamination risk, national purchasing agreements covering
material handling equipment (MHE) and warehouse maintenance including
USCS Tier 1 and Tier 2 work orders. Suppliers also gave guest presentations
about opportunity charging, arc flash safety training and non-destructive
testing.
Speaking of industry issues and suppliers, Lynch says he coordinated the
national engineers meeting with the International Institute of Ammonia
Refrigeration’s annual Conference and Expo, also held in San Antonio.
“This year’s IIAR Expo was a ‘Heavy Equipment Show’ where many vendors had large pieces of
industrial refrigeration equipment on display,” notes Lynch. “Our USCS engineers attended
technical presentations on refrigeration, workshops, and the exposition itself. I hope to
continue to host a USCS Chief Engineers Meetings in conjunction with future IIAR ‘Heavy
Equipment’ shows, which occur every three years.”
Meanwhile, every family reunion needs fun activities. In this case, two Texas Rangers law
enforcement agents provided an exclusive tour of The Alamo for USCS engineers.
“I believe USCS has the best team of warehouse Chief and Regional Engineers among all
our competitors,” Lynch concludes. “Our people work hard and are well trained. They are
dedicated to maintaining and operating our warehouses in an efficient and safe manner.
There also is a lot of comradery and long-standing relationships, so it’s also fun.”

MIKE

LYNCH

Safety Slogans:
“And the Winner Is...”
USCS plans to literally raise safety awareness—as
the company raises new safety banners throughout
its locations this July and December. And what better
way to determine banner slogans than to engage
team members, who know every aspect of USCS’ daily
operations.
USCS drew an amazing 520 total submissions for
this year-long safety slogan program. Slogans were
collected at every USCS facility (with Fresno, CA,
submitting the most at 43!). Then, safety committees
voted on a winner and two runner-up finishers for
each location. Next, winners from each location
were submitted to regional management teams and
regional winners were picked. Last but not least, USCS’
corporate office executives voted on the top regional
winners—to select just two companywide honorees.
As of The Shield publication deadline, that process
had not yet been completed.
Once the winners are identified, USCS will issue
banners with the slogans to be installed at each
location—one in July, 2017 and the other in December,
2017.
Congratulations and thank you to all who submitted
ideas and judged all the entries!

“USCS is joining the National Safety Council and
thousands of organizations across the country in
raising awareness regarding our ability to work
together to ‘Keep Each Other Safe’ during June,
national safety month,” notes Lisa Battino, CSP,
USCS Director of Regulatory Compliance and Safety.
“These activities are designed to promote employee
engagement and active discussion about actions
that we can take to prevent workplace incidents and
injuries.”
Battino proudly notes that USCS year-to-date injury
rates are meeting 2017 goals. She says USCS followed
OSHA’s “Safe and Sound” campaign with three key
initiatives at every facility.
*First, team leaders were asked to set aside time and
simply observe daily operations. USCS has its own
list of as many as 13 refrigerated warehouse safety
parameters and the company asked team leaders to
take notes related to certain activity practices.
*Secondly, USCS invited team leaders to proactively
sit down with employees—either with one person
or a wider group—for an in-depth and positive talk
about ideas and areas for improvement.
*Thirdly, team leaders were encouraged to identify
five (5) areas within the facility where new signage
could help employees identify and avoid potential
safety hazards.
“In order to meet and exceed our safety goals, we
are asking for everyone’s help, continuing beyond
national safety month,” Battino concludes. “Please
continue to be an active participant in all of our USCS
safety programs to help ensure that we continue on
our path together toward our ultimate goal, which is
to have everyone return home to their families every
single day, ‘safe and sound!’”

If you have any questions about USCS programs
or have a passion for safety and want to get more
involved, please contact Lisa Battino.
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GLOBAL COLD CHAIN ALLIANCE

EXPO

You could say Chicago experienced a cold front this summer. That’s
because The Global Cold Chain Expo convened June 13-15 at the city’s
McCormick Place convention center.
Organizers expected the second annual event to draw as many as
7,500 attendees including buyers from processing, retail/grocery,
wholesale, foodservice, fresh produce, fresh foods and floral
industries. These were officials that make logistics, operational, and
engineering decisions—and they were looking for new strategic
options to invest in cold chain solutions.
The event gave USCS officials an opportunity to meet and greet food
manufacturer customers at a custom booth featuring a race car
theme and NASCAR experience.
“USCS is the Best In Cold and we wanted to create an expo environment
where we could attract attendees to the booth and highlight what
makes us the best,” says Lindsay Preston, USCS Events Coordinator.
“The USCS booth was the perfect pit stop for all attendees to relax,
experience a NASCAR race in our custom race car, and meet with
USCS representatives in an informal environment. We find the GCCA
Expo extremely beneficial to the industry and our organization and
look forward to seeing our customers at the event next year.”
The show literally featured four distinct, related pavilions: Global Cold
Chain Expo, for cold chain related equipment, supplies and services;
United FreshMKT, a section for new finished, refrigerated produce
and value-added items; United FreshTEC, a section for produce
harvesting, processing, packing and packaging and supplies; and the
International Horticulture Expo, a floral industry trade show uniting
mass market retail buyers, florists, suppliers, media, and other
industry professionals.
Primary show sponsors include The Global Cold Chain Alliance and
the United Fresh Produce Association.
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USCS

REGIONAL REVIEW

NORTHEAST

USCS Milford, DE, hosted a safety award
cookout for all employees to mark 3,000 days
without a lost-time accident.

WEST

Mid-March saw officials Kris Sali, Rod
Noll and Jason Smoyer represent USCS
at the Fresno (CA) Food Expo and
Workshop. Kellogg Company presents
its 2016 Top Gun Award to USCS
Bakersfield, CA.

HEAD OFFICE

USCS supports the World Food Logistics
Organization by sending employees from USCS
sites nationwide to the annual WFLO Institute
industry event in February in Atlanta, GA.
USCS also sent engineers Jim Duffy and David
Mata to China in March to assist Swire’s Pacific
Cold Storage with a new warehouse start-up
in Xiamen, China. The operation uses CO2 as
a refrigerant. USCS University’s Epsilon Class
graduated in early May. USCS also sent officials
to represent the company at the American
Frozen Food Institute’s annual Food Logistics
Forum in June. Head office employees enjoyed
an outdoor company picnic in conjunction with a
Philadelphia Phillies baseball game.

MID-ATLANTIC

USCS Harrisonburg, VA, celebrated Dave Hill’s 45year service anniversary with special recognition
and pre-shift meeting treats. Harrisonburg also
hosted its 10th annual Senior Star Luncheon for
employees with 20+ years of service. The facility
also hosted students from Turner Ashby High
School’s Industrial Cooperative Training program.

SOUTHWEST

USCS completed land purchase (30 acres) in Laredo, TX, and expects to
build a new facility there by March 1, 2018. USCS Dallas completed a Phase
Three addition (now at 15 million cubic feet) and officials are looking for
additional acreage in the DFW Metroplex. USCS Arlington, TX, celebrated
two employees retiring after long tenures: Antonio Monsivais (42 years) and
Isidro Flores (32 years).

SOUTHEAST
MIDWEST

USCS Minooka, IL, has three large customers building inventory there and expects in early August to complete
a dock replacement to its Phase Two building. The operation also marked 20-year anniversaries for Tim Row,
Sanitation, and Jen Flatness, Accounting Manager, Mid-West Region. USCS Wilmington, IL, supervisors became
cooks for an outdoor picnic celebrating employee safety. USCS Wilmington also celebrated 20-year anniversaries
for Brandi Sage, Customer Service Manager; and Chris Flatness, Chief Engineer.
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USCS plans to expand its semi-automated USCS Covington, TN, facility, which
serves Unilever as a dedicated customer. USCS Smyrna, TN, has worked
seven years without a lost-time accident. USCS Lumberton, NC marks 25-year
anniversaries for Kenny Flowers, Warehouse Supervisor, and Johnny Hunt,
Warehouseman. USCS Medley proudly announces a new long-term partnership
with Cargill.
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FACILITY SPOTLIGHT

MCDONOUGH, GA

Designed for distribution with single and two deep
racking in addition to case picking, this facility has over
26,000 pallet positions and room to add 15,000 more.
FACILITY SPECIFICATIONS
• Cubic feet: 7,758,596
• Temperature range: 40°F to -18°F
• USDA inspected

uscold.com

